Take the 5 Minute
Hearing Test –

Hear Better, Live Better

Check all hearing health
concerns that apply:

At Enhanced Hearing we provide
collaborative and comprehensive
hearing healthcare.

I have difficulty understanding
speech in the presence of
background noise or in a
crowded restaurant.
I avoid social situations that
require me to participate in
conversations.
I avoid the movies or theater
because I miss so much.
I have greater difficulty
understanding females and
children.
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My family and friends complain
that I am not hearing accurately.
Others notice that I turn the
volume on my television or
radio too loud.
I have difficulty conversing on
the telephone.
I ask others to repeat
themselves often during
conversations.
If you checked any of the above
statements, hearing devices may
help you. Schedule a hearing test
today to learn more.

5957 Dallas Parkway, Suite 100
Plano, TX 75093
– CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT –
Mon-Thurs: 8 am - noon /1 pm - 5 pm
Fri: 8 am - noon

972.596.3973
www.drpeskind.com

e-mail: hearing@drpeskind.com

972.596.3973

www.drpeskind.com

e-mail: hearing@drpeskind.com

DID YOU KNOW?
Hearing loss can be linked to
other medical conditions

Our Hearing Healthcare Team, from left - right:
Beth Bernthal, Au.D., CCC-A; Steven Peskind, M.D., F.A.A.O.A;
Christi Johnson, Hearing Healthcare Coordinator

Our Professional Services

•

Comprehensive hearing evaluation
and diagnosis

•
•
•

Lifestyle-focused hearing aid consultation

•
•

Routine hearing aid maintenance

•

Hearing aid batteries and supplies

Fitting of digital hearing aid technology
Multiple hearing aid styles and brands
offered in various price ranges
Custom noise protection, swim plugs and
musician’s ear plugs

Your Hearing Health
Use it or lose it...
The stronger and more effective it will be,
especially for understanding speech.

The sooner, the better...
With timely evaluation and proper fitting,
hearing devices can produce better results.

Two is better than one...
When both ears hear better, your brain
naturally processes sounds easier.

Cognitive
Decline

©
Better Hearing
is Better Healthcare

Our Patients Say It Best
“Wonderful experience. Now I can hear
again!!” 			
— L.G.
“This is my first experience with hearing aids
and I am very satisfied with the results the
first month. Hearing is much improved and
settings are easy, especially if you have an
iphone. “ 			
— C.C.
“I recently acquired new Oticon miniRITE
hearing aids through Enhanced Hearing
Professionals and am delighted with the
product and the professional service
provided. I have been treated with
kindness and patience even when I had
one “melt down” while adjusting to my new
appliances. Thank you!”
— P. B.W.

Experience the Joy of Hearing
in Your Circle of Life
Family Time

Why Choose
Enhanced Hearing
Our mission is to provide our patients with
personalized and exceptional hearing
healthcare. Our focus is on our patients’
unique individual needs. We maintain
a friendly and educational atmosphere
where patients learn about their
hearing loss and how the latest hearing
technology can help them to hear better.
Our team collaborates to
provide comprehensive and
compassionate hearing
and ear care.

Fitness
Activities

Phone Calls

Delight in
precious sounds
and live life
to the fullest.
You deserve it.

Watching TV

Dining

Workplace

